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Introduction 

This paper is intended for Database Administrators working with Shared Server. In particular it pertains to an 

issue we encountered using Shared Server in combination with virtual IPs. This paper presents a situation where 

Shared Server did not work as expected due to our particular configuration. This paper is intended to present a 

particular problem, associated issues, and how it was resolved. While it does explain the Oracle Shared Server 

feature it is not intended as a guide. 

Some Background 

To help understand the situation, some background on our configuration is useful. We run our databases almost 

exclusively on HP 64bit servers with RedHat 5 Linux. For High-Availability, on most systems, we use HP 

Service Guard clustering. This allows us to create a package that contains an Oracle Executable, associated 

databases, and a virtual IP. We can then run that package on any server in the cluster.  We typically have farms 

of five servers with four packages. In the event that a server with a package crashes, or if we need to do 

maintenance on a server, we can move the package to another server so that it remains available. Users are 

always able to find the correct server by using the Virtual IP that is part of the package. 

Getting Dedicated - The Problem 

In Oracle 10g Release 2 Database Server, the Shared Server (previously, and not so accurately, known as Multi-

Threaded Server) functionality is automatically enabled for your database as long as you specifiy the 

shared_servers initialization parameter as a positive, non-zero, value. This can be done either at 

database creation or via the alter system command "alter system set 

shared_servers =5;". When this is done the user can see that shared server and dispatcher processes are 

created as seen in the output below. 

oracle   15108     1  0 08:46 ?        00:00:00 ora_d000_D20VDS 
oracle   15110     1  0 08:46 ?        00:00:00 ora_s000_D20VDS 
oracle   15112     1  0 08:46 ?        00:00:00 ora_s001_D20VDS 
oracle   15114     1  0 08:46 ?        00:00:00 ora_s002_D20VDS 

oracle   15116     1  0 08:46 ?        00:00:00 ora_s003_D20VDS 
oracle   15118     1  0 08:46 ?        00:00:00 ora_s004_D20VDS 

While this does mean that you have Shared Server configured on your database, it does not necessarily mean 

that your clients will get Shared Server connections. I discovered this one day when researching a "maximum 

processes exceeded" error on one of our databases (this occurred because each session was getting a dedicated 

server). While examining sessions in the database I discovered that all the sessions were dedicated, not shared, 

connections. 

SQL> select username, server from v$session where username is not null; 
USERNAME                       SERVER 
------------------------------ --------- 

BE_OWNER_VDS                   DEDICATED 
BE_OWNER_VDS                   DEDICATED 
BE_OWNER_VDS                   DEDICATED 
BE_OWNER_VDS                   DEDICATED 

.                                                 . 

.                                                 . 



SYS                            DEDICATED 
SYS                            DEDICATED 

This didn't seem to make sense as we had the shared_servers parameter set and had dispatcher and shared server 

processes running. Knowing that every shared server session had a virtual circuit, I checked v$circuit. 

SQL> select * from v$circuit; 
no rows selected 

I then tried to connect to the database via SQL*Net specifiying (SERVER=SHARED) in my tnsnames.ora 

entry. 

 ->sqlplus be_owner_vs@d20vds 
SQL*Plus: Release 10.2.0.3.0 - Production on Thu Jun 26 11:26:38 2008 
Copyright (c) 1982, 2006, Oracle.  All Rights Reserved. 

Enter password: xxxxxx 
ERROR: 
ORA-12523: TNS:listener could not find instance appropriate for the client 

connection 

This message indicated that the listener could not find an appropriate (Shared) instance for my request. This 

clearly showed that we were not able to use the shared servers - definitely not what we had planned. We had not 

seen this error from any applications because they did not specify the (SERVER=?) parameter in the 

tnsnames.ora. Obviously there was something else to making Shared Server work in our environment. 

Searching for the answer 

The next step in solving this problem began with understanding how a connection request is handled by the 

listener. When a dedicated connection is requested, the listener spawns a dedicated server process and hands the 

user off to that process. In the case of Shared Server, things work differently. The listener does not spawn a 

shared server, or for that matter a dispatcher, which is what the client connection actually talks to. Instead the 

listener hands the client connection to an existing dispatcher created by the database (not the listener). Seems 

simple enough, but how does the listener know about the dispatcher? 

When you configure your database for shared server, Oracle will create the required, or default, number of 

shared server processes and dispatcher processes. The dispatcher accepts the request from the client and places 

it in a queue from which a shared server process takes the request and processes it, placing the results back in 

the dispatcher's queue to be taken by the dispatcher and passed back to the client. To enable the listener to pass 

the client to the dispatcher, the database must register with the listener and let it know what dispatchers it has 

available. 

Based on this knowedge, my next step was to see if the database was registering with the listener properly. To 

register with the listener, the database by default, will look for a listener on the same host and on port 1521. 

This is where my listener was, but it didn't appear to have a registration from the database. If it did I would see 

an instance handler with READY status, but I didn't. 

->lsnrctl status 
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 10.2.0.3.0 - Production on 26-JUN-2008 10:46:38 

Copyright (c) 1991, 2006, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 
Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=myhost-

vip)(PORT=1521))) 



STATUS of the LISTENER 
------------------------ 

Alias                     LISTENER 
Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 10.2.0.3.0 - 

Production 
Start Date                25-JUN-2008 09:04:29 

Uptime                    1 days 1 hr. 42 min. 8 sec 
Trace Level               off 
Security                  ON: Password or Local OS Authentication 

SNMP                      OFF 
Listener Parameter File   

/oracle/product/10.2.0/network/admin/listener.ora 
Listener Log File         /oracle/product/10.2.0/network/log/listener.log 

Listening Endpoints Summary... 
  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=11.22.33.44)(PORT=1521))) 
Services Summary... 

Service "D20VDS" has 2 instance(s). 
  Instance "D20VDS", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 

The handler in "UNKNOWN" status indicates the handler that was created based on a SID LIST entry in the 

listener.ora (in this case, created to support RMAN duplication). The IP in the Endpoints Summary is also from 

the listener.ora configuration. The address listed in the listener.ora was the virtual IP for the Service Guard 

package on this server. 

LISTENER = 

  (DESCRIPTION = 
    (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = myhost-vip)(PORT = 1521)) 
  ) 
SID_LIST_LISTENER = 

  (SID_LIST = 
    (SID_DESC = 
      (GLOBAL_DBNAME = D20VDS) 

      (ORACLE_HOME = /oracle/product/10.2.0) 
      (SID_NAME = D20VDS) 
    ) 

   ) 

For some reason the database wasn't registering with the listener. First, I wanted to see if I could make it 

register by setting the local_listener parameter to the virtual IP address. If I could do this I would at least know 

if Shared Server would work. I modified the parameter: 

alter system set local_listener = '(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=myhost-

vip)(PORT=1521))'; 

alter system register; 

Now the database was registered with the listener: 

Service "D20VDS" has 2 instance(s). 
  Instance "D20VDS", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
  Instance "D20VDS", status READY, has 2 handler(s) for this service... 

and I could connect via my (SERVER=SHARED) connect string: 



->sqlplus be_owner_vds@d20vds 
SQL*Plus: Release 10.2.0.3.0 - Production on Thu Jun 26 12:34:07 2008 

Copyright (c) 1982, 2006, Oracle.  All Rights Reserved. 
Enter password: 
Connected to: 
Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition Release 10.2.0.3.0 - 64bit 

Production 
With the Partitioning, OLAP and Data Mining options 

Setting the local_listener parameter would allow me get my shared server connections working; however, I 

would have to ensure all our databases (across all of servers and farms) had the local_listener parameter set to 

the appropriate virtual IP hostname. Worse though, was that it still didn't explain why it wasn't working as 

expected. 

My experience, since Oracle 7, in configuring the listener with a Service Guard cluster was that I only had to 

configure the virtual hostname in the listener.ora. The listener would always listen on the hostname, by default. 

Troubleshooting so far seemed to show that it wasn't listening on the hostname, only on the configured virtual 

hostname. This just didn't make sense, until I found the following - Note: 279608.1. This note explained a 

change made in version 9.2.0.5.0 whereby the listener would no longer, by default, listen on IP address 0.0.0.0, 

which is the default route, or "all local IP addresses". By configuring the listener with the default route 

ADDRESS parameter (i.e. (HOST=) or (HOST=0.0.0.0)), I was able to connect via the virtual hostname and the 

database was able to register with the listener. 

LISTENER = 

  (DESCRIPTION = 

    (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = )(PORT = 1521)) 

  ) 

Service "D20VDS" has 2 instance(s). 
  Instance "D20VDS", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 
  Instance "D20VDS", status READY, has 2 handler(s) for this service... 

When I tried to connect again using my (SERVER=SHARED) tnsnames.ora, I was able to 

connect. 

->sqlplus be_owner_vds@d20vds 
SQL*Plus: Release 10.2.0.3.0 - Production on Thu Jun 26 12:34:07 2008 

Copyright (c) 1982, 2006, Oracle.  All Rights Reserved. 
Enter password: 
Connected to: 

Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition Release 10.2.0.3.0 - 64bit 

Production 
With the Partitioning, OLAP and Data Mining options 

  I could see in the database that I had a shared connection and a virtual circuit. 

SQL> select username, server, saddr from v$session where username is not 

null; 

USERNAME                       SERVER    SADDR 

------------------------------ --------- ---------------- 

BE_OWNER_VDS                   NONE      000000007F341DC8 

BE_OWNER_VDS                   SHARED    000000007F348538 



SYS                            DEDICATED 000000007F34C348 

BE_OWNER_VDS                   NONE      000000007F3622F8 

 

SQL> select circuit, dispatcher, server, saddr from v$circuit; 

CIRCUIT          DISPATCHER       SERVER           SADDR 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

000000007C4B21F8 000000007F25CFC8 00               000000007F341DC8 

000000007C4B3D58 000000007F25CFC8 000000007F25D7B0 000000007F348538 

000000007C4B4678 000000007F25CFC8 00               000000007F3622F8 

Note: In v$session, a value of NONE for the SERVER column indicates it is using Shared Server, but that the 

session is not currently being serviced by a shared server. 

  

The Resolution 

The research demonstrated that not only do you need to have Shared Server configured (alter system set 

shared_servers=n), but you also must make sure that your listener is receiving the registration information from 

your databases to enable it to hand off clients to your dispatchers. To ensure this you must make sure that your 

databases are registering with the listener by checking the listener's status and checking for READY instance 

handlers. The final step is to verify in the database that your connections are shared and have a virtual circuit. 

The configuration of your listener.ora is very important in this step, especially if you're using virtual IPs and are 

running Oracle 9.2.0.5.0 or later. 

We now configure our listener.ora without a specific IP address (HOST=0.0.0.0). This essentially tells the 

listener to listen on all IPs associated with the server. You would probably expect that we would use the Virtual 

IP; however, in doing this the databases can not automatically register with the listener because it doesn't listen 

on the default IP/Port. I had two options to deal with this, 1) Use the HOST=0.0.0.0, or 2) configure every 

database on each package to register with the virtual IP. Using the listener.ora configuration is much simpler. 

So, to ensure that you get your shared server connections you need to: 

1. Configure Shared Server by at least specifying the shared_servers parameter. 

alter system set shared_servers =5; 

show parameter shared_servers; 

2. Make sure that your databases are self-registered with your listener. 

->lsnrctl status 

LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 10.2.0.3.0 - Production on 26-JUN-2008 10:46:38 

Copyright (c) 1991, 2006, Oracle.  All rights reserved. 

Connecting to (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=myhost-

vip)(PORT=1521))) 

STATUS of the LISTENER 

------------------------ 

Alias                     LISTENER 

Version                   TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 10.2.0.3.0 - 

Production 

Start Date                25-JUN-2008 09:04:29 

Uptime                    1 days 1 hr. 42 min. 8 sec 



Trace Level               off 

Security                  ON: Password or Local OS Authentication 

SNMP                      OFF 

Listener Parameter File   

/oracle/product/10.2.0/network/admin/listener.ora 

Listener Log File         /oracle/product/10.2.0/network/log/listener.log 

Listening Endpoints Summary... 

  (DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=11.22.33.44)(PORT=1521)) 

Services Summary... 

Service "D20VDS" has 2 instance(s). 

  Instance "D20VDS", status UNKNOWN, has 1 handler(s) for this service... 

Instance "D20VDS", status READY, has 2 handler(s) for this service... 

3. Make sure that your connections are using Shared Servers. 

SQL> select username, server, saddr from v$session where username is not 

null; 

USERNAME                       SERVER    SADDR 

------------------------------ --------- ---------------- 

BE_OWNER_VDS                   SHARED    000000007F348538 

SQL> select circuit, dispatcher, server, saddr from v$circuit; 

CIRCUIT          DISPATCHER       SERVER           SADDR 

---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 

000000007C4B3D58 000000007F25CFC8 000000007F25D7B0 000000007F348538 

Success? Well, almost... 

Hey DBA! I can't connect with my JDBC Thin Client 

One problem that was encountered after reconfiguring was with JDBC Thin clients. One of our developers that 

uses the JDBC Thin Client got an error. 

java.sql.SQLException: Io exception: The Network Adapter could not 

establish the connection 

I double-checked his connect string and it appeared correct. 

"jdbc:oracle:thin:@myhost-vip:1521:D20VDS"  

Some additional research found the resolution for this. Oracle Metalink Note 139775.1 explains the 

situation where a JDBC Thin Client is unable to connect when using Shared Server. The solution in this case, is 

to replace the simple connect string with a full connect string like you would have in tnsnames.ora. In our case 

this is because the Thin JDBC Client is connecting to a virtual hostname, but when the listener redirects it to the 

dispatcher it uses the hostname of the server (not the virtual) and the Thin JDBC driver fails the connection. The 

Thin JDBC driver expects the redirected hostname to match the hostname it used in the connection request. By 

replacing the connect string with the full name-pair connect string he was able to connect again. 

"jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION="                   + 

                         "(ADDRESS_LIST="              + 

                             "(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)" + 

                                      "(HOST=myhost-vip)"    + 



                                      "(PORT=1521)"    + 

                             ")"                       + 

                         ")"                           + 

                         "(CONNECT_DATA="              + 

                             "(SERVICE_NAME=D20VDS)"      + 

                             "(SERVER=SHARED)"      + 

                         ")"                           + 

                       ")" 

Hey DBA! I'm getting ORA-04031 

Another issue you might encounter after switching to Shared Server, is the dreaded ORA-04031 - Unable to 

allocate X bytes of shared memory. This happens when a request is made in the SGA for memory and there is 

not a large enough chunk of memory available. When using Dedicated servers the PGA (Program Global Area) 

is contained in the dedicated server process. When using Shared servers a part of the PGA is stored in the Large 

Pool in the SGA. As a result you will use more SGA space when you make this switch. 

The following query can help determine how much space you might need to add to your SGA size to support 

the change. 

select sum(bytes) from v$sgastat where pool = 'large pool'; 

Hey ... me! DBCA won't start 

Another issue I found is that DBCA did not care for this method of configuring the listener.ora file. After 

making this change, I tried to start DBCA, and received an error: 

->[main] [9:51:24:913] [NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress:2651]  host=null 

hostParam=null 

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NullPointerException 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress(NetworkUtils.java:265

6) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress(NetworkUtils.java:260

0) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress(NetworkUtils.java:275

4) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress(NetworkUtils.java:260

0) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress(NetworkUtils.java:254

5) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getOneLocalListenerProtocolAddress(NetworkUtils.java:251

5) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getLocalListenerAddressForPort(NetworkUtils.java:877) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getLocalListenerAddress(NetworkUtils.java:860) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.getLocalListenerAddresses(NetworkUtils.java:914) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.util.NetworkUtils.needLocalListener(NetworkUtils.java:836) 

        at 

oracle.sysman.assistants.util.step.StepContext.setListenersToUpdate(StepContext.java:679) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.util.step.StepContext.<init>(StepContext.java:258) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.dbca.backend.Host.<init>(Host.java:684) 



        at oracle.sysman.assistants.dbca.ui.UIHost.<init>(UIHost.java:205) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.dbca.ui.InteractiveHost.<init>(InteractiveHost.java:54) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.dbca.Dbca.getHost(Dbca.java:160) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.dbca.Dbca.execute(Dbca.java:94) 

        at oracle.sysman.assistants.dbca.Dbca.main(Dbca.java:180) 

One issue that can cause this is having the TNS_ADMIN environment variable set. This was not the case in our 

situation. I found Note 353629.1 that indicates that an incorrect setup in listener.ora will cause this problem. I 

opened an SR and was told that this is a bug (5201883 - 'AUTO SGA : Not free' in trace file) and is fixed in 

10.2.0.4.0.  I upgraded a system, on RedHat 5 64-bit Linux, to 10.2.0.4.0 and found that DBCA still did not start 

with this configuration. The problem was finally corrected in 10.2.0.4.0 with Patch 8331059. 

How many Shared Servers and Dispatchers? 

Whether you've been unknowingly running with Dedicated connections and are making the fix, or if you're 

planning to switch to Shared Server you will want to take some time and figure out how many shared servers 

and dispatchers you need to start with. 

I've heard different recommendations on how to determine the number of shared servers for a database, ranging 

from 1 for every 100 connections to 1 for every 1000 connections. The truth is, it really depends on how active 

your sessions are, and how well your servers are handling that load. The real key is to test well before you go to 

production. The good thing with shared servers, is that you can set the shared_servers parameter to tell Oracle 

how many to start with, and the max_shared_servers parameter to provide a limit on how many it can have 

running. The Oracle database will create additional shared servers as needed to handle the load. Starting and 

stopping shared servers requires additional overhead, so try to set shared_servers to a value that is close to the 

number of shared server processes you need under normal conditions. 

To determine the number of dispatchers to create, you first need to know how many connections a process on 

your Operating System can handle. Once you have that you can make an educated guess as to how many 

dispatchers you need with the following equation: 

Number of dispatchers = ceiling (maximum concurrent sessions in database / 

connections for an OS process ) 

Dispatchers must be added or removed manually by changing the dispatchers parameter: 

SQL> alter system set dispatchers='(PROTOCOL=TCP)(DISPATCHERS=3)'; 

You can also remove dispatchers individually via: 

SQL> alter system shutdown 'D002'; 

This will help you to get a start on configuring your Shared Server functionality properly. You will then need to 

monitor performance and adjust as you go. Here are some queries for helping with that. 

If the busy rate is above 50% you should consider adding more dispatchers 
for the affected protocol 

SQL> select network "protocol", 
  2         round(sum(busy)/(sum(busy)+sum(idle))*100,2) "Total Busy Rate 

%" 

  3  from v$dispatcher 
  4  group by network 



  5  / 

 
protocol                                                        Total Busy 

Rate % 
--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

------- 
(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=myhost.mydomain.com)(PORT=10159))      

          .32 

If the average wait (hundredths of seconds) for a dispatcher is high you 
should consider adding more dispatchers 
SQL> select decode(sum(totalq),0,'No 

responses',round(sum(wait)/sum(totalq),4)) "Average Wait Time (centisec)" 

  2  from v$queue q, v$dispatcher d 
  3  where q.type = 'DISPATCHER' 
  4  and q.paddr = d.paddr 

  5  / 

 
Average Wait Time (centisec) 
---------------------------------------- 
.0542 

If the busy rate is above 90% you should consider adding more shared 

servers 
SQL> select name, requests, round(busy/(busy+idle)*100,2) "Busy %", status 
  2  from v$shared_server 

  3  where status != 'QUIT' 
  4  order by 3,2,1 
  5  / 

 
NAME   REQUESTS     Busy % STATUS 

---- ---------- ---------- ---------------- 
S003          0          0 WAIT(COMMON) 
S002      69088        .06 WAIT(COMMON) 
S004      98830        .06 WAIT(COMMON) 

S000     646344        .25 WAIT(COMMON) 
S001     613303        .26 WAIT(COMMON) 

The wait time for a shared server should not be continually increasing, if 

it is consider adding more shared servers 

SQL> select decode(totalq,0,'No Requests',round(wait/totalq,4)) "Avg 

wait/request (centisec)" 
  2  from v$queue 
  3  where type = 'COMMON' 

  4  / 

 
Avg wait/request (centisec) 
---------------------------------------- 
.0744 

Cumulative shared server information. A large number of started/stopped 

shared servers indicates you might want to increase shared_servers 

parameter  
SQL> select * 

  2  from v$shared_server_monitor 



  3  / 

 
MAXIMUM_CONNECTIONS MAXIMUM_SESSIONS SERVERS_STARTED SERVERS_TERMINATED 

SERVERS_HIGHWATER 
------------------- ---------------- --------------- ------------------ --

--------------- 
                 55               55               3                  

3                 6 

Recommendations 

From my experience, here are my recommendations if you are configuring, or think you've configured, Shared 

Server: 

1. Verify that you have dispatchers and shared servers running (v$dispatcher and v$shared_server, and/or 

check at the OS) 

2. Verify that your database has registered with the Listener (READY instance handlers). 

3. After connections have been made verify that they have a Shared Server connection and circuit 

(v$session.server and v$circuit) 

4. In your tnsnames.ora make sure you specify (SERVER=SHARED) or (SERVER=DEDICATED) 

depending on what type of connection you want. (Prior to this problem, I thought there wasn't much 

point in having (SERVER=SHARED) but it is very valuable to help show a connection type problem.) 

5. Check the performance of your Shared Server configuration (v$shared_server_monitor, 

v$shared_server, v$dispatcher, v$queue). 

6. Don't get hung up on how it used to work - things change, sometimes in the middle of a release. 

7. Test, Test, Test. 

Useful Views 

 V$SHARED_SERVER 

 V$SHARED_SERVER_MONITOR 

 V$DISPATCHER 

 V$CIRCUIT 

 V$QUEUE 

 V$SESSION (column SERVER) 

 V$SGASTAT 

  

 


